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FORWARD
This is the Health and Safety Policy document for Steel & Alloy Gonvarri Steel Services.
Presented herein are the Company policy statements, organisation and
responsibilities in respect of the provisions for the management of Health and Safety
at work. In addition specific arrangements are documented for particular hazards
which are likely to be experienced within the Company.
The Company have implemented measures to protect the Health and Safety of its
employees at work, it should be remembered that the workplace can be a potential
source of danger and many simple tasks carry risks to Health and Safety if not
undertaken correctly.
It should be noted that the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 etc., states that “It
shall be the duty of every employee while at work:a.

to take reasonable care for the health and safety of himself and of other
persons who may be affected by his acts or omissions at work, and

b.

as regards any duty or requirement imposed on his employer or any other
person by or under any of the relevant statutory provisions, to co-operate with
him so far as is necessary to enable that duty or requirement to be performed or
complied with”.

Management are also bound by the Act:
“It shall be the duty of every employer to ensure so far as is reasonably practicable,
the health, safety and welfare at work of all his employees”.
The Management also have a common law duty:
“the employer must take reasonable care not to subject his employees to
unnecessary risks”.
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AUTHORISATION/ISSUE
HEALTH AND SAFETY POLICY MANUAL
AUTHORISED BY THE MANAGING DIRECTOR

CONTROLLED COPY NO:……………….
HOLDER / AREA:………………………….……...
RESPONSIBILITY:………………………….……...
ISSUED BY:………………………….……...
DATE OF ISSUE:…………………………..

This manual is the property of Steel and Alloy Gonvarri Steel Services and is issued to
the person named or area responsible for the safe keeping and maintenance of the
manual.
New sections and replacement sheets will be issued as necessary to keep the
information in line with changes in personnel, working practices and materials, Health
and Safety Law and Codes of Practice.
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Scope
1.1 As part of Gonvarri Steel Services, Steel & Alloy will work to the following 10
Safety Commandments:Access and transit
Try to walk (do not ever run) through pedestrian hallways, minding crossing
points and low visibility areas. The floor may be slippery, with unevenness on the
floor, rails, etc, and therefore may require paying attention to where we step.
It will be necessary to watch out for forklifts or mobile circulating elements, to
avoid standing near or walking under loads suspended from cranes, and to stay
away from moving machinery (forklifts, tables, spreaders, railways, trucks,
ladders, scissor lifts etc). Make others aware of your movements or presence,
and observe the safety distances at all times.
Access to coil warehouses will be restricted, but, if necessary, transit must be
done only along the permitted rows.
The minimum equipment required to transit through the plant (visitors and office
personnel included) consists of identification clothing, safety and non-slip
footwear, ear protection and safety glasses, apart to any other specific PPE
required for each function or position in Risk Assessment.
Housekeeping
Keeping work areas, equipment units, etc. clean and tidy, etc. is essential.
Workers must assume responsibility over their work area, making sure that it is in
perfect condition (free of grease and oil, and tidy) during and after the
completion of the works, as well as for having a place designated for each
thing, and keeping each thing in its own place.
Safety Instructions and use of PPE
Strict compliance with the rules established in the Safety Instructions is a
contractual condition to which all workers are bound, and must be enforced
and controlled by the respective Line Manager and Supervisors as part of their
obligations and responsibilities. Non-compliance with the foregoing stipulation
may be deemed as a breach of contract, as it is part of internal company rules.
Taking scrupulous care of safety devices and using and taking care of the
provided PPE’s are a part of these rules.
Work Authorisation
Certain jobs considered special (cranes and/or forklifts driving, working at
heights, electrical works, welding or flame cutting, confined spaces, production
lines & machinery repairs) can only be performed by personnel who have been
specifically designated and approved for them, which must be based on their
adequate and sufficient theoretical and practical training.
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Accountability in equipment re-setting
There should not be any chances of a worker being exposed to automatic
movements of machinery or equipment parts. These movements must always
be protected or supervised by guards or safety devices whose operational
status shall be verified regularly, and which requires to be notified in the case of
failure.
The safety devices of a machine or a production line shall never be operated
unless in Jog mode without making sure (previously by means of a full visual
verification) that there is no one in the supervised or protected hazardous area.
Also, line operators must be notified of any entrance into their corresponding
lines.
Reporting of incidents and anomalies
Any type of incident, accident affecting people or facilities, and any
deficiency, dysfunction or risk detected must be notified to the manager in
order to be analysed, managed and resolved by the qualified individuals
appointed for such purpose.
Job Planning
All works must be planned beforehand, providing the equipment, accessories,
support and tools required to execute them in a safe and ergonomic manner.
No works may ever be improvised; any doubts should be clarified before
executing a task.
Do I have the proper tools and PPE? Are there interactions with other people?
What should I supervise before starting?
Metal cutting hazards
Due to the existence of extremely sharp plates and strips, the production staff is
required to wear proper protection gloves and sleeves at all times, as well as the
adequate eyewear to prevent eye contacts and impacts which have occurred
in the past.
Equipment Actuation
Operators must stay away from equipment units in motion, and no control may
be operated unless previously authorized, and after being absolutely certain of
its exact function.
During manual mode equipment operation, operators must be certain that the
control that is going to be actuated is the correct one, warning all workers in the
surrounding areas about the movements, and keeping total and continuous
visual control over the reach of the elements that are going to be operated,
both previously and during said movement.
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Interventions inside the equipment
Inspections, maintenance, repairs, etc. inside the lines or equipment units must
be performed by suitably qualified personnel, following the established Lock
Out / Tag Out procedures for the effective assignment and signalling of the units
("do not operate, men working") to guarantee safety during the performance of
such work.
1.2 Steel & Alloy Gonvarri Steel Services are processors of mild steel strip, sheets and
blanks for re-sale to the automotive and general markets.
The company receives steel predominantly in coil form from within the UK and
Europe.
Upon receipt of the steel the company unwraps it, stores until ready for use,
then subjects the material to slitting, de-coiling, press blanking or guillotine shear
operations.
Upon completion of the processing operations the finished product is wrapped
and delivered to the customer by road.
The Distribution Centre in Cannock is an on site steel storage facility at Tallent
GMF. The functions of the DC are to provide a J.I.T. delivery service to the
customer giving greater production flexibility, managing the supply chain and
offering expertise in steel handling.
Manufacturing operations are supported by further activities such
maintenance, office administration, cleaning and housekeeping.
All key activities are covered by Safe Working Procedure and risk assessment.

as
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The Function of those concerned with administering Health and Safety at Steel &
Alloy Gonvarri Steel Services – West Bromwich, Newton Aycliffe, Bridge Street North,
SADC Cannock, SANP/SACD Darlaston
2

The Company Health and Safety Committee functions are:

2.1 To keep under review measures to ensure the Health and Safety at work of
employees, and of visitors and members of the public to which the Company
owes a duty of care.
2.2 To monitor the effectiveness of Health & Safety policy and procedures on an
annual basis.
2.3 To advise the Company Management of any changes in policy or action
necessary to improve standards of Health and Safety within the Company’s
activities.
2.4 To co-ordinate Health and Safety activities across the business including the
effectiveness of the safety content of employee training, the development of
safety rules and safe systems of work.
2.5 To review existing or potential site problems and to consider proposals or
criticisms brought forward from the Staff and Works Committees, or submitted by
Safety Representatives.
2.6 To study accident, near miss incidents and notifiable disease statistics and
trends, also safety audits so that reports can be made to Management on
unsafe
and
unhealthy
conditions
and
practices,
together
with
recommendations for corrective action.
2.7 To consider reports and factual information provided by inspectors of the Health
and Safety Executive, and to ensure adequate links with appropriate inspectors.
2.8 To ensure adequate communications on Health and Safety matters with all
employees.
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HEALTH AND SAFETY POLICY STATEMENT
1.1

It is an important duty of Steel & Alloy Gonvarri Steel Services, in the conduct of its
business operations, to ensure a safe and healthy working environment for all its
employees in compliance with OHSAS 18001. The Company accepts the fact that
this implies the corresponding duty of ensuring that the necessary organisation,
equipment and training is provided to fulfil this obligation. An effective Health and
Safety Policy requires the full collaboration and co-operation of all employees and,
therefore, everybody is asked to read this document and accept their own personal
responsibility for Health and Safety at work.

1.2

It is the responsibility of Management and Supervision:To detail the Health and Safety objectives of the Company in the Annual Operating
Plan.
To comply to relevant legislation so as to ensure that safe systems of work and a safe
and healthy working environment exists; adequate resources will be made available
to ensure the success of this Policy.
By consultation and joint involvement of Management and employees, to enlist the
active interest, participation and support of employees in promoting good standards
of Health and Safety at Work.
To ensure that all concerned are fully aware of their own personal responsibilities for
Health and Safety at Work.
To commit to continually improving Health and Safety performance.

1.3

It is the responsibility of every employee:To take all reasonable care for the health and safety of himself and of fellow
employees and to report any hazard even if it can be controlled personally.
To co-operate with the Company by observing safety rules and complying with any
measures designed to ensure a safe and healthy working environment.

1.4

The role of the Safety Committees are of vital importance for maintaining a
continuous and critical scrutiny of working conditions throughout the factory;
reviewing the safety performance and promoting safer working.

1.5

The Managing Director, accepts ultimate responsibility for Health and Safety within
the Company as a whole. All Management, Supervision and employees generally
are expected to support and implement this policy whole-heartedly.

1.6

The Policy and procedures will be reviewed quarterly by the Health and Safety
Committee.

Signed ..……….....……………................. Date ...........……………………...........
MARK COOPER, MANAGING DIRECTOR

POLICY AND ORGANISATION ARRANGEMENTS
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2.1 The general direction of Health and Safety at work is delegated by the
Managing Director to the Senior Managers or Departmental Managers, in
respect of responsibility and authority for the effective execution of approved
policies.
2.2 The general administration of Health and Safety at Work is the responsibility of
the Health and Safety Manager who reports to the Manufacturing Manager
2.3 The Operations Director will chair the Health and Safety Committee consisting
of staff and works employees and representatives from Management. The
Committee is accountable to the Board of Directors and maintains contact
with both Line Management and staff members through its appointed
representatives.
2.4 Safety Representatives will work with the Management in ensuring safe working
conditions and will have access to the Health and Safety Committee via an
appropriate member of the Committee, or alternatively be appointed to the
Committee.
2.5

It is the responsibility of the line manager to ensure all new starters have an
induction which Health and Safety is a key part. This is recorded on an
induction tick list and kept in the individuals personnel file.

2.6

Each individual has a job description, which includes individual Health and
Safety responsibilities. The job descriptions are issued at the start of an
Individual’s employment and are reviewed during the annual appraisal.
This is kept in the individuals personnel file located in the HR Manager’s office.

2.7

There are three business management meetings, the Board Meeting, the
Senior Managers Meeting and the Joint Board and Senior Management
Meeting. Each of these meetings has Health and Safety as an agenda item.

2.8

The Company H&S Policy is available to all employees. Acceptance of a job at
Steel and Alloy is conditional on accepting and working within the Company
Health and Safety Policy.

2.9 There is a separate Annual Operating Plan for each site this details the current
Health and Safety Objectives.
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2.10 Progress of towards the Annual Operating Plan is forwarded to the H&S
Manager, and reviewed at quarterly Health and Safety review meetings.
2.11 The Health and Safety Policy is reviewed at the quarterly Health and Safety
review meetings; sections of the policy are reviewed for continuing relevance
and new legislation.
2.12 Compliance to legislation is audited through a verification of legal compliance
log.
2.13 Locations other than Main Works
Arrangements for Health and Safety matters at other locations are to follow
those laid down in this policy. Any particular deviations necessary will be
published and made known to all employees.

RISK ASSESSMENT
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1.1

The Site Hazard Plan drawing should be displayed prominently and
containing all recent site modifications.

1.2

In order to help with the identification of hazards, all hazards are
Identified within the Equipment Operating Manuals and the SWP Risk
Assessments with the guarding facilities to remove the risk.

1.3

Safe Working Procedures are risk assessments which have been
completed for all significant activities with operator involvement.
The SWP’s will include a RPN calculation on all risks identified. These
are controlled documents.

1.4

The Company issues to the controlled document stations and records the
receipt of all SWP’s by relevant employees, the SWP’s will be issued via
a team brief explaining any new changes to the documents.

1.5

Risk assessments are carried out on non routine tasks by means of a tick list on
the maintenance job card.

1.6

Training will be provided where necessary to ensure full understanding of
the SWP Risk Assessments.

1.7

An additional external Risk Assessment will be performed on major
equipment and the risk will be reduced by implementing risk assessment
recommendations.

1.8

The Company must develop an adequate control system if employees
work alone for prolonged periods.

1.9

All SWP’s will be available in the controlled document stations in each business
unit.

1.10

All risk assessments made will be controlled documents and stored in
the controlled document stations in each business unit.

1.11

Amendments and new SWP’s will be issued via a team brief where the
attendance to the team brief will be recorded.

1.12

The risk assessments will be reviewed twice per year at the quarterly
meetings.

1.13

Ensure all live work on electrical system is covered by SWP.
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1.14

An SWP and risk assessment is available for personnel working on site at a
customer. This is in addition to the Health and Safety induction carried out by
the customer.

1.15

An SWP and risk assessment is available covering Transport including
company cars and Grey Fleet.

1.16

An SWP and risk assessment is available covering working from home.

1.17

A risk assessment will be completed by the Health and Safety Manager for any
equipment installed and commissioned on site.
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NOISE
2.1

The Company undertakes 3 yearly noise surveys, whilst the survey is
undertaken we ensure that typical production conditions exist and will
implement recommendations from noise survey reports which are located in
the Operations Directors office.

2.2

All areas are identified by appropriate signs and notices a Noise Hazard Area
is defined as one over 85db (A).

2.3

The Company will only issue approved hearing protection and record in
personnel files and PPE file in the HR Manager’s office.

2.4

The Company will organise audiometric test for ‘at risk’ employees and
Instruct all relevant employees in the danger of noise and correct methods of
wearing and maintaining hearing protection via Sonomax. Records of these
are kept in employees medical files maintained by the Company nurse.

2.5

In line with the Company discipline procedures detailed in the Works Rules the
Company will maintain records of disciplinary actions taken following the nonwearing of hearing protection.
Policy On Existing Machines

2.6

Consideration will be given to the reduction of noise at source by the fitting of
other effective means of noise emission reduction.
Purchasing Policy for New Machines

2.6.1 It is the intention of this Company that when purchasing new plant and
machinery to ensure that the plant and machinery has been designed and
constructed so that risks resulting from the emission of airborne noise have
been reduced to the lowest level, in particular at source as required by the
Supply of Machinery (Safety) Regulations, and relevant CE marking.
Neighbours
2.7

It is the policy of Steel & Alloy Gonvarri Steel Services to take into consideration
noise and vibration and take action to ensure certain jobs are not produced
between the hours of 8pm and 8am.
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ELECTRICITY AT WORK REGULATIONS 1989
3.1 The primary objective of the regulations is the avoidance of danger to persons
by prohibiting live working, unless it can be technically justified by suitably
qualified persons.
3.2 Only trained and competent persons will be authorised to work on electrical
equipment and distribution systems. The Company will endeavour to ensure
that their duty holders have appropriate knowledge of the regulations and the
IEE Wiring Regulations in order that they can properly discharge their
responsibilities.
3.3

Appropriate rules and safe systems of work will be developed subject to the
degree of risk involved in the work.

3.4 Routine maintenance of equipment and systems will be carried out, as
determined by the supplier or other competent source, eg Trade Association.
3.5 Fixed installations will be examined every 5 years or as determined by the
supplier. This is in accordance with the latest edition of the IEE Wiring
Regulations.
3.6 Portable equipment may receive constant handling or rough usage and
therefore regular inspection may be required.
3.7 Records will be kept to include routine maintenance, testing and visual
examination of systems and equipment and training of relevant personnel.
3.8

The Company will endeavour to ensure that cable plans, system diagrams,
suppliers drawings and operation/maintenance information is available and
updated at appropriate intervals.

3.9

Steel & Alloy Gonvarri Steel Services will ensure inspection of equipment,
terminal boxes, and cable conditions are maintained.

3.10 It is the Company policy to secure all high voltage areas and to audit this
security.
3.11 Portable Appliance Testing will be conducted periodically with all items being
tested within a 2 year period. High risk items such as power tools will have an
additional monthly visual inspection.
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CONTROL OF SUBSTANCES HAZARDOUS TO HEALTH REGULATIONS 1999 (COSHH)
4.1

Steel & Alloy Gonvarri Steel Services will nominate COSHH assessors and train.

4.2

The Company will risk assess use of substances, including where necessary
atmospheric monitoring and furthermore will obtain manufacturers data
sheets for all substances used/produced. This will be a controlled document
which will be available in the controlled document stations.

4.3

The Company will issue correct PPE – give training in use, maintenance and
keep records to validate and will instruct employees of hazards, display signs
and SWP.

4.4

S&A will ensure all LEV’s are covered by Statutory Inspection Programme.

4.5

Via Eriks the Company will establish Purchasing Controls to ensure data sheets
obtained for new substances and instruct Eriks to issue COSHH data sheets
with goods from stores for anything over low risk.

4.6

The Company will produce a summary sheet for COSHH assessments and put
copies of COSHH data sheets and the risk assessments on shop floor in the
controlled document stations or will be in the local hazard internal storage
cupboards.
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CONTROL OF LEGIONELLOSIS/WATER TREATMENT
5.1

The Company will identify and record all water systems that are covered by
the 'Notification of Cooling Towers and Evaporative Condensers Regulations
1992' with the Local Environmental Health Authority.

5.2

The Company will also carry out Legionellosis bacterium control measures on
all water systems as laid down within the Approved Code of Practice &
Guidance - The Control of Legionella in Water Systems (L8).

5.3

Management of the Company will appoint a responsible person and a deputy
to manage the overall control scheme. Where the Company does not have
the necessary expertise and outside consultant will be employed from a water
treatment company.
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ASBESTOS MANAGEMENT
6.1

The Company shall train an individual in asbestos risk management and they
shall arrange for a third party asbestos audit. This will need to be put into a
working plan to reduce the risk of contact with asbestos.

6.2

There is an asbestos register available in the Operations Directors office.
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ALL WOODWORKING MACHINES - GENERAL
PUWER REGULATIONS 1998
7.1 Provision and Construction of Guards
Without prejudice to the other provisions of the Regulations a guard or guards shall
enclose the cutters of every woodworking machine that is practicable to the work
being done. Unless the cutters are in such a position as to be safe to every person
employed as they would be if enclosed.
7.2 Adjustment of Machines
No person shall while the cutters are in motion or switched on/powered up:
Make any adjustments to any guard on a wood working machine unless means are
provided whereby such an adjustment can be made without danger.
Or make any adjustment to any part of a woodworking machine, except where the
adjustment can be made without danger.
7.3 Vertical Spindle Moulding Machines
Every detachable cutter for any vertical spindle-moulding machine shall be of the
correct thickness for the cutter block or spindle on which it is to be mounted. It shall
be so mounted as to prevent it so far as practicable from becoming accidentally
detached.
7.4 Circular Saws or Radial Arm Saws
The part of the blade of every circular saw shall be guarded to the greatest extent
that is practicable. No saw blade shall be used for cutting any rebate, tenon, or
groove unless that part of the saw blade or cutter which is above the table is
guarded.
7.5 Safety Speed Cut H5 Panel Saw
The blade shall be guarded to the greatest extent that is practicable. The panel saw
shall be in an enclosed area in Bay 13 with effective exhaust appliances.
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7.6 Extraction of Chips and Other Particles
Effective exhaust appliances shall be provided and maintained at every machine as
is practicable to remove the chips and particles from the cutters of all machines
within the department.
7.7

Duties of Persons Employed

Every person shall, while he / she is operating a woodworking machine:
Use and keep in proper adjustment the guards and devices provided in
accordance with the PUWER Regulations 1998.
It is the duty of every person employed within the department to report any
defective machinery to their Line Manager without delay.
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WORK EQUIPMENT - ANY MACHINERY, APPLIANCE, TOOL OR ASSEMBLY
8.1

The Company will ensure that all equipment meets the requirements of the
provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations 1998.

8.2

The Company will manage all of the Work Equipment and all controls on all
equipment should be clearly labelled and sufficient emergency stops
provided (BS5304). The Company will ensure STOP controls override other
operational mechanisms. All work equipment where appropriate is to be
stable and fixed to the floor.

8.3

The Company will ensure maintenance-recording systems are established for
all items of work equipment including PPM schedules and job codes. There
will be a maintenance log for powered work equipment - detailing work
schedules (manufacturers recommendations) and records of all work
undertaken held by Steel & Alloy Gonvarri Steel Services.

8.4

All new work equipment to be up to appropriate standard, British or European
and display the CE mark. New equipment will have a Risk Assessment
completed before use in production and new equipment will have a SWP in
place before production. Major items of new equipment to be audited and
this audit to be documented to EH & SAW (essential Health and Safety at
Work) regs. i.e. CE marking before use.

8.5

Steel & Alloy Gonvarri Steel Services will develop instructions and SWP’s for
maintenance/cleaning etc. operations on process equipment, these
instructions will to include isolation procedures.

8.6

The Company will ensure there is suitable lighting around machine area.

8.7

The Company will identify training needs for all maintenance staff (e.g.
electrical maintenance for competent persons etc.).

8.8

The Company will use third parties to audit equipment to PUWER 98 and to EN954.
Steel & Alloy Gonvarri Steel Services will ensure compliance targeting any deficiencies.
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MANUAL HANDLING OPERATIONS
9.1

It is the Company’s policy to identify a basic knowledge required for all
employees, which will include manual handling techniques, training and
assessment.

9.2

All repetitive/routine-handling operations are to be identified and covered by
SWP.

9.3

All purchased packaged material is to be marked up with weight by supplier.

9.4

All significant manual handling activities are to be formally assessed.

9.5

The risk reduction measures for manual handling operations are to be
prioritised and implemented through a plan.
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GUARDING
10.1 The Company performs a review of the effectiveness of all guards against
identified in the additional external risk assessment.
10.2 Each machine has an inventory of guards and safety devices, which are
recorded in the Operating Manual.
10.3 All guarding is recorded in the Operating Manuals, which is found in the
controlled document stations in each business unit.
10.4 Any working progress should have temporary guarding and adequate
signage.
10.5 Ensure all safety gates are Amstop interlocked with either key locks or key locks
with removable keys.
10.6 Daily gauding and interlock checks are undertaken by the machine operators.
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OFFICE SAFETY
11.1 The Company will assess hazards from electrical appliances/cables. Office
safety will be managed to ensure corridors, stairways and doors are free of
obstructions at all times.
11.2

The Company will identify and make safe hazardous damaged/worn furniture,
carpets through audits and the use of the hazard book.

11.3

The Company operates a ‘No Smoking at Work’ policy.

11.4

A thermometer is available to measure room temperature.

11.5

All office ventilation and air conditioning systems will be regularly cleaned and
tested. The dates of the most recent inspection will be clearly marked.

11.6

There will be nominated office safety representatives. They will be
identified in each area.

11.7

There will be a regular audit of the office areas undertaken and the results
published.
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HOUSEKEEPING STANDARDS – WORKPLACE
12.1

The Company shall determine standards required for material storage and
physically mark maximum height within works.

12.2

The Company will ensure good environmental practice is in place for disposal
of waste.

12.3

The ownership for Housekeeping Standards will be determined and the
Company will provide adequate bins, skips, brushes and vacuums.

12.4

The housekeeping will be regularly audited using audit checklists. There will be
a regular inspection with a member of the site management team
including directors or senior managers where possible 3 times per week.
Deficiences will be recorded in the hazard book or highlighted at daily
production meeting.
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PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
13.1 The Company assesses the PPE requirements and sets standards for the types of
PPE in conjunction with the requirements set in the Personal Protective
Equipment Regulations 1992.
13.2 The equipment will be appropriate for the risks involved and suitable for the
conditions where exposure to risk may occur. The criteria for provision of the
equipment will take account of ergonomic requirements, the state of health of
the wearer and the size and comfort factors involved.
13.3 The issue of any protective equipment will be determined on its ability to control
the risk and will conform to approved standards carrying a certificate or mark of
conformity.
13.4 The Company will carry out regular PPE audits to ensure that all Personal
Protective Equipment provided to employees is maintained in working order
and in good repair. Results are reported at the daily production meeting.
13.5 Issuing of PPE is controlled by the Shift Manager or Team Leader of the area.
The Company instruct employees in it’s use and maintenance.
13.6 The Company provide suitable storage facilities for PPE usage.
13.7 In accordance with Section 9 of the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 no
charge will be levied for Personal Protective Equipment issued by the
Company.
13.8 Where possible employees to wear Sonomax hearing protection.
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VISITORS
To assist plant and security and personal safety, the following regulations apply
to all visitors, without exception:14.1 All visitors must report to reception in the first instance, visitors must not leave
reception area without completing signing in procedure. There should be signs
and appropriate notices directing visitors to the locations where they should
sign in.
14.2 Be accompanied, given safety briefing and issued with appropriate PPE.
14.3 The Company should issue Think Safety First hazard card to all visitors.
14.4 Keep to gangways in the factory unless authorised by Management to move
into a work area.
14.5 Inform Steel & Alloy Gonvarri Steel Services of any risks to their health, safety or
welfare if the visitor is to carry out any servicing or repairs.
14.6 The Company shall introduce contractor sign in and out procedures, including
arrangements for out of hours working.
14.7 Visitors to display visitors pass at all times.

NOTE:
Children are not allowed on Company premises without express permission of
the Directors / Senior Management of the Company.
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CONTRACTORS
15.1

The Company will ensure all relevant personnel are familiar with and use the
contractor permit system.

15.2

Steel & Alloy Gonvarri Steel Services will ensure that H & S inductions apply
to labour only / agency workers and this induction will be recorded.

15.3

Steel & Alloy will identify all routine / generic work and obtain relevant
documentation for the Health and Safety file ( e.g. insurance details, SMS,
H & S policy etc. ). These are held by Eriks or in the case of capital projects by
Steel & Alloy Gonvarri Steel Services in the form of a PEP.

15.4

Steel & Alloy Gonvarri Steel Services will ensure contractors are familiar with
ISO14001 requirements.

15.5

The persons at Steel & Alloy Gonvarri Steel Services who can authorise
contractor permits to work are Director’s, Site Managers, Departmental
Managers, Maintenance, Line Managers, Supervisors, Shift Managers and Eriks
as long as they have had the required training.

15.6

All contractors working in or on the premises of Steel & Alloy Gonvarri Steel
Services shall be responsible for themselves, their employees and any
sub-contractor employed by them for:-

15.6.1 Complying with all Statute and Common Law requirements.
15.6.2 Complying with all health, safety, fire, security and site instruction
requirements.
15.6.3 Ensuring all equipment brought onto site including any borrowed or hired shall
be safe and only used in accordance with legal requirements.
15.6.4 Indemnifying Steel & Alloy Gonvarri Steel Services against any and all loss,
injury damage or claim which may arise directly or indirectly as a result of any
act of sub-contractors. The contractor will effect adequate insurance
covering this liability.
15.6.5 Reporting any unsafe act or unsafe condition which may affect ability to
meet the contract to the individual specifying the contract.
15.6.6 Contractors should always leave any equipment/site in a safe tidy condition.
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15.6.7 Where possible contractors will be asked to use 110v or battery operated
hand tools.
15.6.8 The contractors will be required to complete a risk assessment for any task
including working from heights, hot work etc. Contractors must have a
permit to work issued by an appropriate person for each contract period.
15.6.9 No Steel & Alloy owned equipment to be loaned out.
15.6.10 The person authorising the contractor permit must agree to any equipment,
tooling e.t.c. which needs to be stored outside of the designated contractor
controlled area.
15.6.11 It is the responsibility of the person arranging for the work to be
done to ensure that the person undertaking the work is suitably
competent and qualified.
15.6.12 Evidence of competence shall be made available upon request.
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PERMIT TO WORK
16.1

The Company will identify all tasks for which permit to work systems must
apply. This will be issued to all permit raisers.

16.2

The Company will nominate and train individuals with responsibility for PTW
issue.

16.3

The persons at Steel & Alloy Gonvarri Steel Services who can authorise permits
to work are Director’s, Site Managers, Departmental Managers, Maintenance,
Line Managers, Supervisor’s, Shift Managers and Eriks as long as they have had
the required training.

16.4

Steel & Alloy Gonvarri Steel Services will ensure that 10% of permits are
audited at the local H & S meeting.

16.5

Internal hot and high and HV permits to be used and countersigned by
management. S&A will ensure that 10% of permits are audited at the local
H & S meeting.

16.6

Contractor control permits to be used internally for non-routine tasks
associated with maintenance activities including hot work, working from
heights, electrical installation and live maintenance.
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VDU’s / DISPLAY SCREEN EQUIPMENT
17.1

In order to satisfy the DSE Regs. the Company will compile an inventory of all
VDU’s and identify all VDU users and operators against a definition. Not all
people who use a VDU will be classed as a ‘DSE VDU User’.

17.2

The Company will perform ‘assessment’ of all workstations and will prioritise
remedial action and plan implementation.

17.3

Ensure ‘DSE VDU Users’ are provided with breaks or changes of work activity
and the Company will make provisions for eye tests ‘DSE VDU Users’

17.4

The Company will train all ‘DSE VDU User’ in use of workstations and provide
feedback to ‘DSE VDU Users’ on the results of assessments.

17.5

The Company will create a VDU record file to store all information generated
by the policy.

17.6 An optical care voucher will entitle the employee to an eye examination and
if glasses are required a pair from the Specsavers £45 range fitted with PENTAX
CR39 single vision lenses plus anti-scratch resistance treatment. Alternatively
the employee can use the contribution towards a higher price range or to
have bi-focal or vari-focal lenses and pay the difference themselves. If an
employee wishes to have glasses from the £99 or above an additional £20
discount will be offered.
17.7 A safety eyewear voucher will entitle the employee to one complete pair of
Specsavers safety glasses from the Specsavers safety range fitted with PENTAX
CR39 single vision lenses plus anti-scratch resistance treatment. If bi-focals or
vari-focals are needed a second voucher will be issued. When having a set of
safety glasses a sight test voucher will also be issued.
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TRANSPORT
18.1

In order to manage the vehicle pedestrian interface Steel & Alloy Gonvarri
Steel Services will identify all vehicular flow & load/offload clearly, introduce a
traffic flow policy, speeds, one way, reversing etc.

18.2

By working with our transport partners we will introduce review of load/offload
procedures - weight distribution, these partners will be provided with basic site
safety knowledge

18.3

We will ask our transport partners to ensure HGV’s and mobile plant are fitted
with audible reversing alarms

18.4

Within the works, all areas of pedestrian/traffic interface will be physically
seperate or clearly marked.

18.5

We will establish programme to ensure drivers (including contractors) and
slingers are trained and that drivers to have basic ‘slinging’ competence.

18.6

All drivers are to be made aware of the Dept. of Transport Code of Practice
and have undertaken a formal induction Safety Training with specific
reference to load security.

18.7

Steel & Alloy Gonvarri Steel Services will ensure servicing schedules and MOT
of company vehicles is up to date.

18.8

The Company will use a formal procedure to investigate any accidents/
incidents incurred by vehicles transporting materials.

18.9

Steel & Alloy Gonvarri Steel Services will complete Risk Assessment of transport
for FLT's, Company Cars, Grey Fleet, Pick Up, 4 Tonne Vehicle and Contractors.

18.10 Steel & Alloy Gonvarri Steel Services will arrange suitable travel and health
insurance to cover personnel travelling abroad on business.
18.11 Personnel with a company car will provide a copy of driving licence.
Grey Fleet drivers will provide a copy of insurance and driving licence.
18.12 The use of mobile phones in Company vehicles is covered under SWP
Company vehicles.
18.13 The Company will assess impact of management of road risk legislation and
implement recommendations for management of road risk which is covered
under SWP Company vehicles
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MANAGEMENT OF HEALTH AND SAFETY AT WORK
19.1

The Company will pay full regard to the requirements of the Management of
Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999.

19.2

An assessment will take place to assess the risk to Health and Safety of all
employees, including new and expectant mothers and young persons, and to
do what is reasonably practicable to control those risks. Records shall be kept
of the assessments.

19.3

The Management as a result of completing its assessment of risk,
communicate information to employees about the risks to Health and Safety.
Information to staff will contain preventative and protective measures to avert
the identified risks, in the form of a Safe Working Procedure or Operating
Manual.

19.4

Training will be made available to all employees with regard to Health and
Safety on starting with the Company. Further training will be given if new or
increased risks are foreseen.

19.5

All employees have a duty to report dangerous or ill health situations, unsafe
equipment or processes, near misses and dangerous occurances to their line
management. This is done through the HS incidents screen on navision.

19.6

The Company will conduct surveillance where the following criteria apply.

19.6.1 An adverse health condition is related to the work concerned.
19.6.2 There is a reasonable likelihood that an ill health condition may occur or
advance under the particular condition of work.
19.6.3 Surveillance is likely to further the protection of the health of the employees.
19.7

The Company will, for the purpose of meeting its requirements for the Health
and Safety of temporary workers, as far as is reasonably practicable, regard
such employees as they would their permanent employees in respect of risk
assessment, training, the provision of information and protective equipment.

19.8

It is your duty to know where the dangerous occurrence + hazard books are
located.
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HEALTH AND SAFETY OBJECTIVES
20.1

Gonvarri will produce an Efficiency and Safety axis plan as part of the
Strategic plan. This will address changes to the policy, objectives, legislation,
business circumstances and continual improvement.

20.2

There is a separate Gonvarri Efficiency and Safety axis plan for each site. This
details the current Health and Safety objectives, progress towards the
objectives and the nominated champion.

20.3

The objectives are formed by analysing accident trends, legislation
enforceable in the year, implementing best practice. This is carried out
annually in the quarterly Health and Safety meeting.

20.4

Progress of the Efficiency and Safety axis plan will be recorded in the quarterly
Health and Safety meeting minutes.
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LIST OF LEGISLATION APPLICABLE TO STEEL & ALLOY GONVARRI STEEL SERVICES
21.1.1
21.1.2
21.1.3
21.1.4
21.1.5
21.1.6
21.1.7
21.1.8
21.1.9
21.1.10
21.1.11
21.1.12
21.1.13
21.1.14
21.1.15
21.1.16
21.1.17
21.1.18
21.1.19
21.1.20
21.1.21
21.1.22
21.1.23
21.1.24
21.1.25
21.1.26
21.1.27

Legionnaires’ Disease the control of Bacteria in the water systems
2003
Handling Operations Regulations 1992
Control of Substances Hazardous to Health 2005
Controlling of Noise at Work Regulations 2005
Dangerous substances and explosive atmospheres. Regulations 2002
First Aid at Work Regulations 1981 amended 1997
Control of a Major Accident Regulations 1999 amended 2000
Guide to the Health and Safety (Consultation with Employees) 1996
Guide to the reporting of Injuries Diseases and Dangerous
Occurrences Regulations 1995
Guide to Compressed Air Regulations 1996
Management of Asbestos Control of Asbestos at Work Regulations
2006
Management Of Health & Safety at Work Regulations 1999 Amended
2004
Personal Protective Equipment Regulations 2005
Safe Use of Lifting Equipment, lifting operations and lifting equipment
regulations 1998 amended 2002
Safe Use of Power Presses Provision and Use of Work Equipment
Regulations.1998 applied to power presses. Amended 2002
Safe use of wood working equipment Presses Provision and Use of
Work Equipment Regulations.1998 as applied to woodworking
machinery amended 2003
Safe work in confined spaces Regulations 1997
Safety of Pressure Systems Safety Regulations 2000
Safety Representatives and Safety Committees. 1996
Safety Signs and Signals: Regulations 1996
Storage of Dangerous Substances and Explosive Atmospheres
Regulations 2002 amended 2003
Control of Vibration at Work Regulations 2005
Work with Display Screen Equipment Regulations 1992 amended 2002
Wire Precautions (Factories / Offices) 1989 amended 2003
health & Safety training for all employees Regulations 1990
Work at Heights Regulations 2007
The Workplace (Health & Safety and Welfare ) Regulations (Workplace
Transport) 1992

21.2

Any changes in legislation are updated through the HSE website and
using the Red-On-Line subscription service.

21.3

Compliance to legislation is audited through a verification of legal
compliance log.

FUNCTIONS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
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Accountability requirements are as defined in section 36, 37 and 40 of the HSAWA
1974.
Managing Director
The responsibilities of the Managing Director are to:
1.1.1 Ensure there is an effective Health and Safety Policy for the Company and
periodically appraise its effectiveness.
1.1.2 Ensure Health and Safety is a permanent agenda item at regular meetings of
Managers and Directors.
1.1.3 Be aware of major hazards and ensure that Supervisors make periodic checks
to ensure that approved safety precautions are being carried out.
1.1.4 Ensure all levels of Management understand, actively support and implement
the Health and Safety Policy and Procedures.
1.1.5 Maintain interest and enthusiasm for Health and Safety amongst subordinates.
1.1.6 Be aware of statutory legislation, Common Law and Codes of Practice
affecting his sphere of operation.
1.1.7 Ensure that the Company's activities are conducted in such a way that the
general public are not exposed to risks to their safety or health.
1.1.8 Accept ultimate responsibility for Health and Safety.
Operations Director
The responsibilities of the Operations Director are to:
1.2.1 Chair the Health and Safety Management Reviews.
1.2.2 Be the Board member responsible for the implementation of the Company
H&S Policy.
1.2.3 Responsible of communication of H&S Policy and achievements between the
Board and the H&S Committees
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1.2.4 Champion for the OHSAS 18001.
Health and Safety Manager
The responsibilities of the Health and Safety Manager are to:
1.3.1 Advise the Board, Senior Management Team and Line Management on how
Health and Safety at work can be maintained at the highest possible
standard.
1.3.2 Ensure legal compliance. Any changes in legislation are updated through the
HSE website and using Red-On-Line subscription service. A list of legislation
applicable to Steel & Alloy is available from Red-On-Line and included in the
policy.
Department Heads/Supervisors
The Department Head / Supervisor is responsible for the Health and Safety of
employees at work in his department. They must therefore:1.4.1 Contribute to and fully support the Health and Safety Policy.
1.4.2 Ensure his subordinates are so instructed and trained so that they fully
implement the Health and Safety Policy and Procedures.
1.4.3 Be informed about statutory legislation, Common Law and Codes of Practice
as it affects their Department.
1.4.4 Continuously monitor safety performance in his section and initiate action to
reverse adverse trends.
1.4.5 Maintain interest and enthusiasm for safe working amongst all employees.
Actively seek their co-operation and assist them in resolving problems referred
to them and refer to this superior any problem which they cannot safely
control.
1.4.6 Ensure access to all safety doors, alarm buttons and fire extinguishers are
available.
1.4.7 Ensure appropriate Personal Protective Equipment is available and used.
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1.4.8 Be aware of and ensure observation of site instructions that are imposed on
all contract employees.
1.4.9

Ensure that contractors under his direction carry out their work according to
Company Policy and conditions laid down in 'Rules for Contractors'.

1.4.10 Ensure through his subordinates, records required by law are maintained
giving attention to cranes, slings, cleaning and painting.
1.4.11 Ensure prompt attention is given to repair and maintenance requirements
using the PDCA system.
1.4.12 To ensure that specific information concerning the nature of the use of a
product supplied to the Company is transmitted to the user Department.
1.4.13 To ensure that Product Safety Data Sheets are contained and maintained in
manual form for user department reference.
1.4.14 To ensure that information concerning the nature and use of products is
made available to customers upon their request.
1.4.15 To set a good example, especially by using appropriate protective clothing
and equipment when in the works.
Employees
All employees are responsible for:1.5.1 Making themselves familiar with the Company Health and Safety Policy,
Safety Rules and Safety Procedures.
1.5.2 Taking all due care for the Health and Safety of both themselves and their
fellow employees.
1.5.3 Observing Company Safety Rules at all times.
1.5.4 Wearing and using appropriate protective equipment as required.
1.5.5 Co-operating with the Company in the implementation and observation of all
statutory requirements.
1.5.6 Not misusing or interfering with anything provided by the Company in the
interest of Health and Safety at Work.
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1.5.7 Reporting all accidents or hazards to their immediate supervisor via the HS
incidents screen on navision.
1.5.8 In addition to any disciplinary action which may be taken for breaches of
personal responsibility for Health and Safety, in the case of breaches of
statutory requirements individuals may be held personally liable under the
law.
1.5.9 Reading and following pre-determined Safe Working Procedures which are
kept in the controlled document stations.
1.5.10 Making themselves aware of risk assessments made.
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FIRE AND EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
2.1

Specific Individuals are nominated and trained as Emergency Controller,
Deputy and Fire Marshall’s. These individuals are issued with tabards. Records
are kept in the individuals training records in the HR Managers office.

2.2

The Company should put in place procedures to ensure daily audits checking
that fire exits are clear.

2.3

The Company will train selected employees in fire fighting equipment.
Records are kept in the individuals training records in the HR Managers office.

2.4

The Company will ensure fire points are clearly identified e.g. high visibility
marking on stanchions etc.

2.5

In order to ensure ease of identification of fire fighting equipment all
extinguishers are to conform to EN3 type markings.

2.6

Where a Fire Certificate is not required, a full risk assessment to be completed
for offices and works.

2.7

The Company will inform all personnel of their evacuation meeting point

2.8

The Company’s emergency evacuation procedures will have regular fire tests
and 2 evacuation exercises per annum. The results are a standard agenda
item in the quarterly Health and Safety Meeting minutes.

2.9

The Company will perform weekly tests of fire alarm. This is recorded and
results are located in the Works Office.
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Duties and emergency instructions for Fire Marshalls in the event of fire or other
emergency necessitating evacuation.
Ongoing Responsibility
2.10.1 Ensure that everyone in your Department is aware of the means of escape
and the action they should take when the alarm is sounded.
2.10.2 Keep up to date list of all personnel in the Department for the purpose of
roll-call.
2.10.3 Nominate persons to take specific action if necessary to effect evacuation as
quickly and efficiently as possible.
2.10.4 Check the serviceability of fire-fighting equipment periodically and ensure
that fire points and exits are free from obstruction.
In The Event Of A Fire
2.11.1 Raise the alarm and where practicable attack the site of the fire pending the
arrival of the Fire Brigade.
2.11.2 See that all doors and windows that can be closed are closed to limit the
spread of the fire.
2.11.3 Report subsequently on the usage of extinguishers which require refilling or
replacement as a dangerous occurance on the HS incidents screen on
navision .
2.11.4 If the fire is put out quickly report immediately as a dangerous occurance on
the HS incidents screen on navision.
If Evacuation is Necessary
2.12.1 Switch off machinery and motors if possible but do not take any unnecessary
risks.
2.12.2 Ensure orderly and efficient evacuation to the designated Safe Assembly
Point.
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2.12.4 Do not allow employees to go into the cloakrooms/lockers to collect personal
belongings.
2.12.5 Arrange for cloakrooms and toilets to be searched to ensure no staff are left
behind.
2.12.6 Conduct a roll-call at the Assembly Point and report any missing personnel to
the Incident Controller.
2.12.7 Re-assemble all personnel back in the Department once the area has been
declared safe and everyone accounted for.
Procedure to be followed in the event of fire or other emergency necessitating
evacuation
If you discover an UNCONTROLLED FIRE:
2.13.1 Break glass of the nearest fire alarm.
2.13.2 Report the location of the fire by telephone to extension number 100.
If you discover a MINOR FIRE:
2.14.1 Try to extinguish it immediately. The first few seconds count. Until help arrives
you may tackle the fire with an appropriate extinguisher, fire blanket or other
means - but only if it is safe to do so. DO NOT ENDANGER YOURSELF. Make
sure your escape is clear.
2.14.2 If the fire cannot be extinguished quickly, break the glass of the alarm and
notify extension No 100.
2.14.3 Report the discharge of any fire extinguisher so it may be refilled/replaced.
If the alarm sounds in your area:
2.15.1 Make safe any apparatus or process in use.
2.15.2 Leave by the most direct available route.
2.15.3 Go to your assembly point (this is noted on the site hazard plan).
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Prevent fires starting by:
2.16.1 Ensuring that you are careful with open flames and that smoking is only
allowed in designated smoking areas.
2.16.2 Not allowing combustible materials and rubbish to accumulate.
2.16.3 Reporting defective electrical equipment or cables, mis-use of heating
appliances, or leakage of flammable liquids.
2.16.4 Making sure that stoppers on containers of flammable liquids are replaced
immediately after use; cylinders of flammable gas are valved off.
2.16.5 Ensure the Safe Working Procedure for the wood burner is adhered to.
Precautions
2.17.1 Ensure Emergency Fire Exits are not blocked and that they can open correctly.
2.17.2 Ensure fire extinguishers are readily available, they are kept in their recognised
position and access to them is not obstructed.
Contingency Plans
2.18

On occasion it is likely situations will arise which will pose a potential threat to
the business. The Company has in place documented contingency plans
which will come into action should one of these situations occur. The plans
are authorised by the Financial Controller and copies are retained offsite by
key personnel in the event that access to Steel and Alloy Gonvarri Steel
Services premises is denied for whatever circumstance.

FIRST AID PROVISIONS
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3.1 There are arrangements whereby First Aid is given quickly to people injured on
the premises.
3.2 The Company will endeavour to provide a sufficient number of trained First
Aiders and an adequate supply of First Aid facilities.
3.3 The names of First Aiders and appointed person are displayed on Notice Boards
throughout the Company.
3.4

The names of First Aiders are recorded in the individuals training records in
the HR Manager’s office.

3.5 All necessary equipment required for the protection of employees and those
who may be affected by certain activities will be provided. All such equipment
will comply with the relevant British Standard. This is audited at local H & S
meetings.
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WELFARE PROVISIONS
4.1

In order to ensure that good hygiene is encouraged the Company provides
appropriate facilities such as toilets, washing facilities, clothing, lockers,
drinking water and 'messing' facilities for partaking of food. This is required by
the Workplace Health, Safety & Welfare Regulations 1992.

4.2

The Company will provide adequate facilities (Mess Room) to enable food to
be consumed away from work areas. The floors and table areas will be
cleaned daily.

4.3

The Company will undertake a monthly inspection to maintain hygiene
standards for fridge’s, microwaves etc.

4.4

The Company will ensure that bins are provided and emptied daily.

4.5

Any special hygiene needs will be provided where appropriate. If employees
are found to misuse any welfare provisions provided, disciplinary action will be
taken.

4.6

Within the welfare arrangements Steel & Alloy Gonvarri Steel Services will
ensure hot drinks are available for employees.

4.7

In order to maintain hygiene standards the Company will provide hot water
washing facilities, which will be audited to ensure welfare facilities are clean.

4.8

The Company will perform lighting level surveys to assess light areas
Food Hygiene

4.9

All refrigerators (including chill vending machines), will be capable of
maintaining a temperature of 5°C or below.

4.10

A thermometer will be provided for inside each fridge to ensure the
temperature is being maintained.

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH
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It is the Company’s policy to offer health screening to the following areas with
the aim to promote better health in our employees. The health screening will
include
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6
5.1.7

Hand arm vibration
Lung function
Eye Tests
Skin care
Audiometric
Blood pressure
Full medical screening, including urine tests

Counselling is offered to employees on
5.2.1 Absenteeism and attendance
5.2.2 Stress counselling
5.2.3 Drug rehabilitation
5.2

There is a nurse on site each month from Midland Occupational Health
Services to perform medicals and counselling.

5.4

Some tests are compulsory and a condition of employment.

5.3

Steel & Alloy Gonvarri Steel Services will appoint a Company Doctor and
ensure familiarity with site activities. There will be a health-screening
programme in accordance with Company standards, which new starters may
undergo.

5.6

The Company will ensure sufficient trained First Aider's are available. The First
Aider training must be kept up to date and they must undertake refresher
courses as required. The names of First Aiders and appointed person are
displayed on Notice Boards throughout the Company. The names of First
Aiders and details of training are recorded in the individuals training records in
the HR Managers office.

5.7

The Company’s First Aid treatment area should comply with FA Regulations.
and must be maintained.

5.8

There must be established out of hours emergency treatment procedures.
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5.9

Any medical records (past and present) are secured and controlled by the
Company nurse or doctor.

5.10

In order to address any ill health from stress the Company will nominate and
train stress councillors. The names of the stress councillors are recorded in the
individuals training records in the HR Manager’s office. The workforce should
be informed of Company’s actions on reducing and combating stress in the
workplace

5.11

Sickness and lateness is monitored by the Line Managers. The Health and
Safety Manager and HR Manager will analyse trend of absence and lateness.
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MAINTENANCE
6.1 All necessary plant and equipment will be provided by the Company. Such
equipment will meet all relevant British Standards and legal requirements.
Electrical and mechanical maintenance of machinery and equipment will be
carried out to ensure their efficient working order and good repair (Work
Equipment Regulations 6 refers) and records kept. Guards and/or safety
devices will be inspected on a regular basis and records kept.
6.2 Employees must not use equipment which is defective. All defects observed in
plant and equipment must be notified to the supervisor responsible as soon as it
is discovered.
Drilling Machines
6.3

All drilling machines are provided with guards, either fixed to the drill or fitted
to the jig, which must be kept in a position so as to enclose all rotating parts of
the drill. Supervisors will inspect the adequacy of guarding arrangements at
least once per week.
Other Machines

6.4

Where appropriate all other machines in use are provided with necessary
safeguards which must be kept in position whilst the machine is in use.
Supervisors will inspect the adequacy of guarding arrangements at least once
per week.
Transport Equipment

6.5

All vehicles/equipment used for transporting materials around the factory will
be inspected at least once per year. Such equipment includes hand trucks
and blue trolleys. Fork-lift trucks are checked visually daily with problems
reported through the sign off inspection booklet.
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Welding Equipment
6.6

All welding equipment, gas and electric, will be inspected monthly. Hoses,
torches, gas bottles, electrical connections, welding rod holders, etc. will be
included on such inspections. All oxy/acetylene welding equipment must be
used with Flash Back Arresters fitted.
Power Presses

6.7

All power presses will have a current HSG236 inspection record.
frequency of retest will be determined on the Certificate.

The

Cranes
6.8.1 The Company will appoint a person in charge of cranes (PICC).
6.8.2 The Company will identify all cranes by a unique number and indicate the
SWL. It is the PICC’s responsibility to ensure directional indicators on controls
are marked.
6.8.3 Through training Steel & Alloy Gonvarri Steel Services will ensure that all
trapping positions are known and that maintenance/operators are trained,
licensed and the training is recorded.
6.8.4 All high cranes are to have walkways/harness points and the Company shall
ensure access ladders are to BS5395 part 3 specification the isolators for
cranes are to be marked.
6.8.5 The Company shall ensure daily crane checks are performed and that these
are recorded.
Lifting Tackle/Eye Bolts
6.9.1 The Company will nominate a ‘competent Company’ to control use of lifting
tackle.
6.9.2 Steel & Alloy Gonvarri Steel Services will create a tackle register, which will
include initial and current test certificates etc.
6.9.3 All tackle including lifting beams must be marked with SWL and will have
regular and formal ‘in-service’ colour code inspection system. The lifting
tackle will have a sufficient number of specific storage areas and supports for
equipment.
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6.9.4 Employees will be trained so for each work activity identify the correct lifting
tackle.
Double Acting Grabs
6.10.1 Double acting grabs will be subject to Non Destructive Testing by Powlift, the
frequency of test will be determined by the equipment manufacturer.
Accumulators/Pressure Vessels/ LEVS
6.11.1 These will be inspected by the insurance company at the statutory frequency.
Records of examinations made will be kept.
Portable Hand Tools
6.12.1 These will be either battery operated or 110v wherever possible.
6.12.2 Ensure high risk high use portable appliances that are mains powered are
inspected monthly.
Racking (Including pallet, cantilever and long section storage racks)
6.13.1 The Company will ensure that all racking except coil stillages is load-rated with
the SWL clearly defined.
6.13.2 The Company will indicate maximum storage height for main categories of
product or rack and record in SWP.
6.13.3 S&A will ensure regular visual inspection of non-coil racking, which should be
recorded.
6.13.4 The Company will nominate a competent contractor in charge of racking.
6.13.5 The Company will protect pallet racking from damage at base where
required.
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Access Equipment - Ladders, Towers
6.14.1 All access equipment is to be identified upon inventory and this equipment is
to be regularly inspected and controlled by a competent company.
6.14.2 The equipment is to be marked with an Identification No. and the inspection
to be visible. (The use of ladder/scaff tag is recommended) Access
equipment should be in a locked storage area for equipment not in use.
6.14.3 Any scaffolding including towers are to be erected and used by competent
persons only.
Gas Bottles
6.15.1 The Company will ensure bottles are stored in an adequate purpose built
compound.
6.15.2 The Company will fit all fuel and oxygen supply lines with ‘Flashback Arrestors’
and ensure that adequate facilities exist for handling gas bottles e.g. trolleys.
6.15.3 The Company will train employees to inspect arrestors and welding and
burning equipment. The portable gas appliances will be audited and this
should be recorded.
Work Area
6.16.1 Any maintenance work which could result in associated hazards must have
appropriate signage and delineation of work area.

SAFETY COMMITTEE
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7.1

The Company has a series of Business Safety Committee meetings across all
sites.

7.2

Safety committees should have an adequate representative across
occupations including union members where appropriate.

7.3

The Safety Committee Representatives should be trained in their duties.

7.4

The Safety Committee will publicise good safety throughout the business.

7.5

The H&S Committee should be involved in the completion and formation of
the Gonvarri Efficiency and Safety axis.

Quarterly and Local Meeting Agenda
7.6.1 Apologies
7.6.2 Minutes of last meeting
7.6.3 Outstanding Actions from last meeting
7.6.4 Outstanding Actions from local H & S meetings (Quarterly only)
7.6.5 Accident trends and preventative measures
7.6.6 Transport Incidents (Quarterly only)
7.6.7 Sign off and review all business hazard books
7.6.8 Sign off and review all dangerous occurrence books
7.6.9 Permit to work 10% of all raised since last meeting (Local only)
7.6.10 OHSAS 18001 (Quarterly only)
7.6.11 Audit results – OHSAS 18001, contractor risk assessments, internal audits, PUWER,
Directors.
7.6.12 Hard Wiring Update (Local only)
7.6.13 Gonvarri Efficiency and Safety axis (Quarterly only)
7.6.14 Policy review (2 x year) (Quarterly only)
7.6.15 Safe working procedure review (high risk activities, new activities) (2 x year)
(Quarterly only)
7.6.16 Legislation (Current, new) (Quarterly only)
7.6.17 How to Operating Manuals (Quarterly only)
7.6.18 Gonvarri Group H&S KPI’s (Quarterly only)
7.6.19 Update of last Emergency Evacuation by site (Quarterly only)
7.6.20 Training (Quarterly only)
7.6.21 First Aid Supplies (Local only)
7.6.22 Any other business (Company wide H&S Quarterly only)
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PUBLICITY
8.1

At Steel & Alloy Gonvarri Steel Services we have created separate H&S notice
boards, which are regularly updated and positioned prominently.

8.2

We develop awareness of H&S issues and initiatives through poster
campaigns.

8.3

We must publicise safety statistics for the site through Team Briefs

8.4

In order to provide up to date information a central H&S ‘Library’ under
control of a nominated person exists. The library contains examples of
relevant statutory policy, procedures and guidance and is accessible to all
employees and located in MRC’s office.

8.5

The Risk Assessments for each line are publicised in the control document
stations in the form of a SWP.

SAFETY SIGNS
9.1
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The Company will ensure the necessary statutory signs are displayed e.g.
HASAW abstracts, Abrasive Wheels, Power Press, Woodworking Machines,
Electricity, Noise at Work, Certificate of Insurance etc. Steel & Alloy Gonvarri
Steel Services will ensure adequate warning signs are displayed - sufficient to
draw attention to all hazards and conforming to BS5499 and Safety Sign
Regulations 1996 – audited by a third party in the additional risk assessments.
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SUMMARY OF ARRANGEMENTS TO ENSURE HEALTH AND SAFETY AT WORK

10.1 All employees will be able to access Health & Safety Policy and relevant Safe
Working Procedures via the controlled document stations.
10.2 Arrangements for the training of new employees and subsequent instructions in
safe working methods are undertaken by the Health & Safety Manager and the
supervision concerned.
Good housekeeping is an essential part of our safety programme in which
everyone must play a part. There are arrangements for:
10.3.1The proper storage of clothing, tools and waste
10.3.2The provision of adequate space for machinery and plant
10.3.3Adequate and clearly marked gangways
10.3.4Clean washing, toilet, welfare and first aid facilities
10.4 Every effort is made to provide the most suitable type of personal protective
equipment for the job in consultation with the Line Management, employee
representatives, the H & S Manager and the Health and Safety Committee.
Surveillance is carried out to ensure as far as is reasonably practicable that
appropriate standards will be maintained in occupational health, safety,
welfare and environmental matters, concerning such as:
10.5.1 Company activities which may affect neighbouring areas.
10.5.2 Monitoring of the acquisition, use and disposal of dangerous substances
10.5.3 Vetting of proposals for new, or alterations concerning plant, processes, or
building operations, before authorisation is given to proceed
10.5.4 Inspection of plant and equipment and its operational surroundings and
relevant services, for safe operation
10.5.5 Storage of highly flammable and dangerous substances
10.5.6 Control of substances discharged to drains or atmosphere
10.5.7 Correct disposal and interim storage of waste materials
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10.5.8 Operations of a permit-to-work system in cases of special hazard.
10.5.9 Means of escape, of giving warning, instructional signs, fire fighting
appliances, requirements for automatic detection and other fire precautions,
including the use of combustible and flammable materials.
10.5.10Compliance with statutory requirements and Health and Safety Executive
Codes of Practice.
10.5.11Instructions for procedure in the event of fire are posted at all break-glass
alarm points near exits and elsewhere, also on internal telephone directories.
Special duties are allocated to selected staff to deal with fire emergencies
until the arrival of the Fire Service, Police or other relevant aid authority.
10.5.12 First-aiders are displayed on all Health and Safety notice boards. Valid
first-aid certificates are available in HR personnel file.
10.5.13 A system is in operation which requires the reporting by employees of all
accidents and unsafe situations through the HS incidents screen on navision.
This is followed by an investigation to determine the cause of the accident
and to ensure the elimination of unsafe situations.
10.5.14 Arrangements exist in the relevant section of the policy for the safe working
of staff during closed hours.
10.5.15 Employees are charged with the responsibility for visitors and contractors
and should observe the directions on this matter contained in the relevant
section of the policy.
10.5.16 Arrangements exist for the observance of special regulations covering young
persons, female employees, staff and permanent or temporary disability.
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TRAINING AND AWARENESS
11.1

11.2

The Company will provide training on areas of Health and Safety; the training
will be performed by internal and external resources. The Company has
established and implemented a full safety induction programme for new
employees.
The external resources will include:
Managers/Supervisors must attend a basic knowledge course.

11.3

All employees including new employees to attend internal course held by
Health and Safety Manager.

11.4

Users of pneumatic nailing equipment should be formally trained.

11.5

Crane and mobile plant drivers will be formally trained to RTITB Standards and
certificates issued.

11.6

Slingers will be trained and assessed with documentation on slinging/lifting
equipment.

11.7

All employees to be trained and assessed against operating
manuals/standard operating procedures and this will be recorded.

11.8

Electrical Maintenance staff should be formally trained to the latest IEE Edition
with a ten year review.

11.9

Directors & Senior Managers to attend H&S awareness course.

11.10 Training course for all users of wood working machinery including nail guns.
11.11 Health and Safety Auditors to attend OHSAS 18001 Training and Awareness
course.
11.12 The Company will ensure maintenance personnel are trained in SWP’s
(Risk Assessment), PTW’s, CSO’s, live electrical working, working from a height
towards include cherry pickers and safety harness inspections.
11.13 All training will be displayed on operator training matrix.
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11.15 Training will take place under the Company’s IIP procedures
11.16 Employees are formally authorised by the Line Managers to use plant and
equipment provided. No employee shall use any plant unless
authorised/trained to do so through SPG sign off.
11.17 In particular the following items of plant and equipment may only be used, or
set to be used, by employees who have been specifically trained and
appointed in writing:
11.18 Power Presses may only be set by trained and authorised employees in line
with the Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regs. 1998.
11.19 Fork Lift Trucks may only be operated by trained and licensed employees.
11.20 Abrasive Wheels may only be changed or mounted onto driving spindles by
trained and authorised employees in line with the Provision and Use of Work
Equipment Regs. 1998.
11.21 Crane Driving/Slinging and use of Cherry Pickers may only be carried out by
trained and licensed employees.
11.22 Registers of all persons appointed are maintained by the HR Manager.
11.23 Safety training is the responsibility of Line Management who will ensure that all
employees are adequately trained. All training requirements will be updated
and training systems will be constantly reviewed.
11.24 Records of training will be kept on the personnel records of all employees.
These are held in the HR Managers office.
11.25 All Manufacturing Managers, Site Managers and Shift Supervisors to attend 3
day IOSH course.
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DISCIPLINE
12.1 Employees will be disciplined in accordance with the procedure laid down in
their Contract of Employment and Works/Staff Rules for any breach of safety
rules or of policy requirements.
12.2 Where the need for personal protective equipment has been identified, it will
be worn at all times in the designated areas. Any non compliance of wearing
of equipment or misuse will result in disciplinary action being taken which could
result in dismissal.
12.3 Employees will be disciplined for failing to comply with SWP’s which have been
issued and signed for.
12.4 Disciplinary action taken is recorded in the individuals training records in the HR
Manager’s office.

DATA AND DOCUMENT CONTROL
13.1
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The Health and Safety Manual is available to all personnel in the controlled
document station in each business unit and on Navision under the H & S
button. The following have controlled copies:-

Manual
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Description
H & S Committee
Chairman
Aycliffe
SADC
SANP and SACD
Bridge Street
LRQA Copy
Blanking Area
Press Bay
Information Area

Holder
MRC
CT
DG
PM
SS
JA
DB
SD
GP

13.2

Each copy is identified with a controlled copy number and issued to the
holder as detailed above who is responsible for the safe keeping and
maintenance of the manual.

13.3

New sections and replacement sheets will be issued as necessary to keep the
information in line with changes in personnel, working practices, materials,
Health and Safety law and codes of practice.

13.4

All documents listed below are related to Health and Safety, this includes the
owner and retention time:-

13.5

It is the role of the Operations Director or H & S Manager to authorise changes
to the H & S documentation.

Document
Accident Investigation Packs
Hazard Books
Dangerous Occurrence
Books
Transport Investigation Packs
SWP Risk Assessments
Training Records
Audits
Management Review

Holder
Operations Director
Works Office / All sites
Works Office / All sites

Retention Time
Life
Life
Life

Transport Manager
Controlled Documents
HR Manager
Quality Department
Systems Manager

Life
Live Document
Life
3 Years
3 Years
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Document
Contingency Plan
Occupational Health
Fire Alarm Tests
COSHH Data Sheets
COSHH Assessments
Asbestos Register
Lifting Tackle
Cranes/Gantry Inspections
Double Acting Grabs NDT
Fork Lift Trucks
Pressure Systems
Portable Appliance Testing
( PAT )
Local Exhaust Ventilation
( LEV’s )
Fire Fighting Equipment
Power Press Guarding
Power Press Inspections
Zurich
Gas Boilers annual
inspection to CORGI
Electrical Hard Wiring
Noise
Display Screen Equipment
13.6

Holder
Controlled Document
Company Nurse / Doctor
H & S Manager
Eriks
Operations Director
Operations Director
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Zurich
Maintenance
Maintenance

Retention Time
Live Document
Life
Live Document
40 Years
40 Years
5 Years
5 Years
5 Years
5 Years
3 Years
5 Years
Latest Test

H & S Manager

5 Years

Eriks
Operations Director
Operations Director

12 Months
5 Years
5 Years

Maintenance

12 Months

Maintenance
Operations Director
IT Manager

5 Years
3 Years
Latest Survey

Statutory inspection records for all sites will be retained at Union Street, West
Bromwich.

UPDATING CONTROLLED DOCUMENT STATIONS
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Health and Policy Manual
14.1

Each copy is identified with a controlled copy number and issued to the
holder as detailed in the manual. It is the responsibility of the holder for the
safe keeping and maintenance of the manual including updating the manual
when amendments or additions are made.

14.2

It is the role of the Operations Director or H&S Manager to authorise changes
to the H&S documentation.

14.3

New sections and replacement sheets will be issued to the controlled copies
through the technical services function.

14.4

Amendments to the H&S Policy Manual on navision will be made by the
technical services function.
Safe Working Procedures / Risk Assessments

14.5

It is the role of the Operations Director or H&S Manager to authorise changes
to SWP’s / Risk Assessments.

14.6

Any changes to SWP’s / Risk Assessments will be issued via a Team Brief
explaining any new changes to the documents. The Operations Director or
H&S Manager will issue new sections and replacement sheets to the controlled
copies. It is the responsibility of the holder for the safe keeping and
maintenance of the manual including updating the manual when
amendments or additions are made.

14.7

It is the role of the H&S Manager to authorise changes to SWP’s / Risk
Assessments on the G Drive under Health and Safety when required.
COSHH Risk Assessments / Data Sheets

14.8

It is the role of the H&S Manager and Eriks to update COSHH Risk Assessments /
Data sheets. The H&S Manager or Eriks will issue new sections and
replacement sheets to the controlled copies. It is the responsibility of the
holder for the safekeeping and maintenance of the COSHH Risk Assessments /
Data Sheets including updating the COSHH Risk Assessments / Data Sheets
when amendments or additions are made.
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Staff and Works Rules
14.9

It is the role of the Directors to authorise changes to the Staff and Works rules.

14.10 The Operations Director will issue new sections and replacement sheets to the
yellow document stations. It is the responsibility of the holder for the safe
keeping and maintenance of the rules including updating the rules when
amendments or additions are made.
‘How to’ Operating Manuals
14.11 It is the role of the Operations Director or H&S Manager to authorise changes
to the Operating Manuals.
14.12 The Operations Director or H&S Manager will issue new sections and
replacement sheets to the yellow document stations. It is the responsibility of
the holder for the safe keeping and maintenance of the manual including
updating the manual when amendments or additions are made.
Control Plans and FMEA’S
14.13 It is the role of the Systems Manager to update the controlled copies of the
Control Plans and FMEAS. The Systems Manager will issue new sections and
replacement sheets to the controlled copies. It is the responsibility of the
holder for the safe keeping and maintenance of the Control Plans and FMEA’S
including updating the Control Plans and FMEA’S when amendments or
additions are made.
14.14 The Systems Manager will make amendments to the Control Plans and FMEAS
on navision.
General
14.15 The H&S Manager will carry out a regular audit of the controlled document
stations.
14.16 Any amendments to controlled documents should be detailed in Team Brief.
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AUDIT
1.1

Internal audits of the Health and Safety Policy Manual shall be undertaken to
a planned schedule. The schedule shall be based upon each area of the
standard being audited at a minimum of once per year, but this frequency
may increase after the status, importance, and previous audit findings have
been taken into account for a particular area.

1.2

The audits will be carried out by competent personnel. Wherever possible,
audits shall be conducted by personnel independent of those having direct
responsibility for the activity being examined.

1.3

Audit findings will be communicated to the responsible department head and
reviewed at the quarterly Health and Safety Review meetings. All actions
arising from the audit process will be addressed and closed in a timely
manner.

1.4

A summary of the findings from the internal audits will be reported to the
Directors and Senior Managers via Management review.

1.5

The Company will perform daily audits by area, annual audits by outside body
i.e. Insurance companies and perform an audit following any accident.
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PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT AND MONITORING
2.1

There is a separate Efficiency and Safety axis for each site, this details the
current Health and Safety objectives. Progress towards the axis is forwarded to
the Health and Safety Manager.

2.2

The objectives set in the Efficiency and Safety axis shall be reviewed in the
Quarterly Health and Safety meetings.

2.3

All accidents are investigated using the Accident Investigation Packs. All
accidents are reported to the Managing Director who is responsible for signing
off the packs.

2.4

The Health and Safety Committee is to analyse accident trends, target weak
areas and identify initiatives to improve performance. These are all recorded
in the meeting minutes.

2.5

All hazards, near miss reports and dangerous occurrences shall be monitored
by the use of the HS incidents screen on navision or the hazard and dangerous
occurrence log books

2.6

Accidents and incidents are communicated using Team Briefs – both written
and in the form of a performance graph.
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ACCIDENT REPORTING AND INVESTIGATION – ENSURE COMPLIANCE WITH RIDDOR
3.1

All reported accidents, defects and near misses will be investigated by the
departmental supervisors and/or Safety Committee and the cause(s)
established. Hazards will be assessed and if necessary will be repaired before
further work or use and remedial action will be taken to prevent further
accidents.

3.2

All accidents are investigated using the Accident Investigation Packs ie. All
RIDDOR incidents. Any lost time accidents employees are to be interviewed by
the Operations Director.

3.3

All accidents to be reported to the Managing Director and an investigation
made. The accidents are to be signed off by the Managing Director

3.4

Results of accident investigation to be documented to injured party and
recorded within the accident investigation pack.

3.5

Health & Safety Manager signs off completed accident investigations.

3.6

Accident investigations are to be reviewed at H&S Committee.

3.7

Steel & Alloy Gonvarri Steel Services employees have the use of our insurers
rehabilitation facilities following a lost time accident, which should be offered
to all employees who suffer a lost time accident.

3.8

All accident investigators are to be trained in their duties. This will be detailed
In the individuals personnel file.

3.9

All incidents resulting in damage to plant or equipment must be reported to
the section supervisor. Defects will be assessed by the Supervisor and where
necessary defects will be repaired before further work or use of the damaged
equipment.

HAZARD BOOK/NEAR MISS REPORTING
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4.1

All hazards, near miss report and dangerous occurrences shall be monitored
using the HS incidents screen on navision or the on-site hazard and
danagerous occurrence books.

4.2

The H&S incidents are reviewed daily by the Health and Safety Manager and
signed off quarterly by the Operations Director.

4.3

The H&S incidents shall be discussed at all H&S meetings.

4.4

It is the Company’s aim to feedback to personnel on completed actions
reported in the HS incidents screen or hazard and dangerous occurrence log
books.

ACCIDENT PREVENTION
5.1
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Regular inspections will be carried out by the Maintenance Department of all
plant and equipment, workplaces and work procedures. To assist in this regard
the
Company will subscribe to the Safety Officer Service available through EEF
West Midlands. Where examination of certain pieces of equipment is required
by statute then the Company will appoint a competent person to fulfil the
legal requirements ie. maintain inspections for :Lifting tackle.
FLT’s
Pressure systems
Portable appliance testing - PAT
Local exhaust ventilation
Fire fighting equipment
Power press guarding
Power press inspections – Zurich
Gas boilers annual inspection to Gas Safety Standard.
Cranes and gantry inspections
Double acting grabs NDT
Electrical hard wiring
Power presses, clutch and brakes
Noise

5.2

The Company shall inform our insurance Company of any new/replacement
capital equipment to ensure statutory inspections are updated.

5.3

The Company will ensure records are kept of all inspections and any actions to
rectify faults.
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MANAGEMENT REVIEW
1.1

The Health & Safety system will undergo formal Management Review annually.
This is to assess the suitability and effectiveness of the system with regard to
achieving Company objectives and performance targets.

1.2

The annual meeting will have a formal agenda and will be minuted.

1.3

The Company will produce an annual operating Health & Safety workplan as
part of Management Review. This will address changes to the policy,
objectives, legislation, business circumstances and continual improvement.

1.4

The Board of Directors shall meet on a monthly basis to discuss various issues
across the range of the Company’s activities. The Senior Management Team
shall also meet at the same frequency. At the third month these meetings will
combine for a joint Board / SMT meeting.
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ANNUAL OPERATING PLAN
2.1

The Company will produce a Gonvarri Strategic Efficiency and Safety axis as
part of the strategic plan. This will address changes to the policy, objectives,
legislation, business circumstances and continual improvement.

2.2

There is a separate Gonvarri Strategic Efficiency and Safety axis for each site.
This details the current Health and Safety objectives, progress towards the
objectives and the nominated champion.

2.3

Each year any tasks identified by the external audit will be added to the plan
thus ensuring any legislative changes are included.

2.4

Progress towards completion of actions will be recorded in the quarterly
Health and Safety meeting minutes.
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REVISIONS
DATE

SECTION REVISED

26/03/03

All

27/02/06

All

18/05/06

All

04/05/07

All

01/05/08

Planning P1 of 23
Planning P23 of 23
Imp & Op P4 of 28
Planning P8 of 23
Imp & Op P17 of 28
Scope P1 – 4
Policy P3 of 3
Planning P1,2 of 24
Planning P3 of 24
Planning P4 of 24
Planning P21 of 24
Planning P24 of 24
Imp and Op P1 of 28

17/09/08
05/03/09

04/06/09

30/10/09

01/04/10

Imp and Op
P17 of 28
Imp and Op
P25 of 28
Quarterly
Management
Review Changes
Internal audit
changes

Management Rev.
AOP and LRQA

DETAIL
First issue of Health
and Safety Policy
Manual.
OHSAS
18001Amendments
LRQA
Recommendations
Annual Operating
Plan Update
Risk assessment
Legislation
Point 1.5.9
Panel Saw
Agenda
Modified scope
2.13
1.13, 1.14, 1.15
2.7
3.11
18.9, 18.10
21.3
Functions/
Responsibilities
Staff com. Agenda

ISSUE NUMBER

AUTHORISED
BY

1

J Aston

2

J Aston

3

J Aston

4

J Aston

5

J Aston

6

J Aston

7

J Aston

8

J Aston

Data/doc control
See minutes 04/06/09
item 10 Policy Review

OHSAS 6 – Planning
9
P 9 of 24 , 7.8
P12 of 24, 10.3 & 10.5
Imp and Op
P11, 12 of 28, 5.3 &
5.12
Policy P1 of 3.
10
Planning P19 of 24 ,
16.6
Imp and Op P16 of 28,
6.17

J Aston

J Aston
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15/04/10
14/09/10
30/04/11

Quarterly
Management
Review
Quarterly
Management
Review
OHSAS 2 Audit

06/06/11

LRQA May
assessment.

06/07/11
&
20/09/11

Quarterly
Management
Review

12/01/12
&
12/04/12

Quarterly
Management
Review

12/07/12

Quarterly
Management
Review
Staff H & S Meeting

06/09/12

See minutes.
Rewording no policy
change.
See minutes.
Rewording no policy
change.
Re wording of
Planning P17 15.5,
P19 16.3. No policy
change.
Contractor control
Planning P17 15.3
P18 15.6.11 and
15.6.12. No policy
change.
Guarding Planning
P12 10.5
Occupational Health
Imp and Op P11 5.3
Check and Cor P1 1.5
and P4 4.2.
No policy change.
Planning P2 1.17
added.
Imp and Op P13 of 28
6.6 amended.
P17 of 28 7.7 Agenda
amended.
P25 of 28 Data and
Doc Control Manual
Holders.
Scope change to
include sale to
Gonvarri Steel
Industries and name
change to Steel &
Alloy Gonvarri Steel
Services.
See minutes – no
policy changes only
wording.
Safety Committee –
7.10 added to imp &
Operation.

10

J Aston

10

J Aston

10

J Aston

10

J Aston

10

J Aston

10

J Aston

10

J Aston

10

J Aston
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25/02/13

Quarterly
Management
Review

30/04/13

Quarterly
Management
Review

03/09/13

Quarterly
Management
Review

01/04/14

Quarterly
Management
Review

31/03/15

Quarterly
Management
Review

P8 of 24 - remove
band saw. Planning.

10

J Aston

P10 of 28 – hygiene
standards on
microwaves and
fridge to be added to
local meetings.
Implementation and
Operation.
P17 of 28 –
Emergency
evacuation added as
standard agenda
item. Implementation
and Operation.
P22 of 28 - IOSH
training added.
Implementation and
Operation.
Modified Scope –
Added Gonvarri 10
Commandments and
removed history.
Removed milling
machine P13 of 28
Implementation and
Operation.

10

J Aston

10

J Aston

10

J Aston

11

J Aston

Refer to minutes;
section 10 Policy
Review. Wording
modified.
Refer to minutes.
Section 10. Wording
modified.

11

J Aston

11

J Aston
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08/10/15

Quarterly
Management
Review

Policy statement
change to state all
hazards must be
reported even if they
can be controlled
personally.
COSHH – Storage in
local hazard material
storage cupboards.
Hazard/dangerous
occurrence reporting
through HS incidents
screen on navision.

12

J Aston

